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Abstract
We introduce a new kind of likelihood function based on the sequence of moments of
the data distribution. Both binned and unbinned data samples are discussed, and the mul-
tivariate case is also derived. Building on this approach we lay out the formalism of shape
analysis for signal searches. In addition to moment-based likelihoods, standard likelihoods
and approximate statistical tests are provided. Enough material is included to make the
paper self-contained from the perspective of shape analysis. We argue that the moment-
based likelihoods can advantageously replace unbinned standard likelihoods for the search
of non-local signals, by avoiding the step of fitting Monte-Carlo generated distributions.
This benefit increases with the number of variables simultaneously analyzed. The moment-
based signal search is exemplified and tested in various 1D toy models mimicking typical
high-energy signal–background configurations. Moment-based techniques should be par-
ticularly appropriate for the searches for effective operators at the LHC.
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1 Introduction
The search for New Physics is a rather challenging task. At the quantum level, physical
phenomena are described by probability distributions. The measurements of such quantum
observables typically consists in collecting events whose occurrence in time is described
by these probability densities. Consider a continuous observable X taking values over a
domain D following a probability distribution fX . The simplest measurement possible is
generally the global event counting over D. In such case, the event rate is proportional to
the probability
∫
D dx fX(x). In order to gain further knowledge, the next logical step is
to try to learn more about the fX distribution itself. Typically, the experiment measuring
X is then set up in order to divide D into domains Dr as small as possible. The event
counting in each bin Dr provides a discrete estimator of fX , and the smaller the bins, the
larger the gain of information.
Getting information about fX from its estimator is of tremendous importance in var-
ious experimental situations. For example, the heavy physics possibly lying beyond the
Standard Model (SM) can be parametrized by effective operators of higher dimension.
These operators are suppressed by powers of the new physics mass scale. Their effects
might be too tiny to be observed as a deviation from total event rates, while they could
instead be spotted inside the kinematic distributions of the observed particles. A familiar
example is the one of Higgs physics. At the LHC, the first Higgs observables released were
the event rates. These measurements can be translated as constraints on the Higgs effective
operators (see e.g. [1]). However, certain degeneracies among operators can be lifted only
when considering the shape of kinematic distributions [2].
It is clear that the analysis of the shape of fX is an exercise that can be frequently
encountered. Given its importance, shape analysis deserves a careful treatment in order to
be optimized, both at the statistical and the technical level. In this paper, we introduce a
new kind of likelihood function based on the truncated moment sequence of data distribu-
tions. 1 We will argue that the moment-based likelihood can replace standard likelihoods
for the searches of a non-local signal. This in turn implies a simplification of the shape
analysis for signal searches, typically encountered in high-energy physics. A review of the
standard likelihoods and simplified statistical tests are also included, such that this paper
is self-contained from the perspective of shape analysis.
We will first outline the standard shape analysis method and the necessary statistical
basics in Sec. 2. We introduce the moment-based likelihood in Sec. 3 for both binned and
unbinned data, including the multivariate case. The information content and practical use
are also discussed. We then lay out the formalism of shape analysis for signal searches in
Sec. 4 and display the maximum likelihood estimators used for simplified statistical tests.
The advantages and limits of the moment-based approach for signal searches are discussed
in Sec. 5. We exemplify in Sec. 6 the moment-based approach on toy-models with shapes
typical of high-energy signal searches. Section 7 contains the conclusions and outlook.
1Notice there exists a “method of moments” [3]. It is used to characterize a parametric distribution,
and thus does not correspond to the topic we treat here.
2
2 Notations and standard likelihoods for shape analysis
Here we shortly outline basic statistical facts related to shape analysis. The likelihood
function2 L is the central object that confronts the hypothetical and observed outcome
of an experiment. It is defined as the probability distribution of the observed data taken
as a function of the hypothesis H that one wishes to test. It generally reads L(H) ≡
p(data|H), and is defined up to a multiplicative constant. For shape analysis the hypothesis
H can in particular be a probability density function (PDF) f , or a continuous quantity
θ characterizing a parametric distribution fθ. Any quantity built from the data can in
principle be called an “estimator”, and is usually denoted by a hat. For the number of
observed events, that should be denoted nˆ in principle, it is customary to drop the hat
when no ambiguity is possible. When doing so, it is identified with its expected value
E[nˆ] = n. 3 Through this paper our interest is in the shape of data distributions, and
not on the total event rate. All distributions considered are therefore normalized to one
without loss of generality, unless stated otherwise. 4
Let X be the measured observable, D its domain, and fX the hypothesized shape of
its distribution. Assume that an independent sample of X, denoted (Xi), is known with
infinite precision. Then, by definition, the likelihood is given by
Lstd ∝
n∏
i
fX(Xi) . (2.1)
This likelihood contains the maximum information available from the data. Any alternative
likelihood can contain either as much or less information than Lstd.
In actual measurements, often the values of X cannot be known with infinite precision.
This can come in particular from a finite detector resolution, or from an uncertainty in the
knowledge of the phenomenon observed. In such case, D is usually splitted into subdomains
Dr (i.e. bins) such that D = ∪rDr. The events are then labelled with respect to the bin
Dr to which they belong. The amount of events Xi in a given bin Dr is written nˆr, and
is Poisson-distributed. The hypothesized content of the bins is given by nr = n
∫
Dr dx fX .
The general binned likelihood then reads
Lbinstd ∝
∏
r
1
nˆr!
nnˆrr e
−nr . (2.2)
In the small-bin limit for fixed sample size n, each bin contains either zero or one
event. Moreover, fX can be linearised over each bin provided that it is continuous. In this
small-bin limit, Lbinstd reduces to Lstd, the standard likelihood of Eq. (2.1). This makes clear
that Lstd is of practical interest, provided that measurements are precise enough to resolve
each event separately. In the rest of the paper we will denote this limit as the “unbinned”
case.
2The so-called likelihood function is actually a distribution.
3Note nˆ is sometimes called nobs in the literature.
4There is no extra difficulty in including the total event rate in addition to the shape information. The
combination is described in last subsection of Sec. 4.
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Let us now consider the Poisson likelihood Eq. (2.2) in the limit of large data sample.
One notice that the quantity nˆr/nˆ ≡ pˆr is an estimator of the probability
∫
Dr dxfX ≡ pr,
which is in general biased. 5 However, for a large sample, the bias asymptotically goes to
zero,
E
[
nˆr
nˆ
]
=
E[nˆr]
n
(
1 +O(n−1)
)
= pr
(
1 +O(n−1)
)
. (2.3)
These r estimators provide thus a good discrete estimate of fX for large data sample.
Moreover, for a large enough number of events in each bin – typically nˆr > O(10), the
Poisson distribution for each bin tends to the normal (Gaussian) distribution N , 6 such
that we approximately have
nˆr ∼ N (nr, nr(1− nr/n)) , or pˆr ∼ N (pr, pr(1− pr)/n) . (2.4)
The variance V [nˆr] can be estimated by nˆr(1− nˆr/n) ≈ nˆr. 7 8 For large data sample, the
likelihood for binned data Eq. (2.2) takes thus the form
Lbinstd ∝
∏
r
e−(nr−nˆr)
2/2nˆr , or Lbinstd ∝
∏
r
e−n (pr−pˆr)
2/2pˆr . (2.5)
The well-known feature of this distribution is that the variance for each bin decreases as
1/nˆr, i.e. the precision increases as
√
nˆr. The two likelihoods Lbinstd , Lstd are – to the best
of our knowledge – at the center of the most common and well-defined shape analysis.
Clearly, binning induces a loss of information with respect to the unbinned data. This
information loss can be quantified using the expected Fisher information about a parameter
of interest θ, Iθ[L] = E[(∂ logL/∂θ)2] [4]. The expected information content of the standard
likelihood is
Iθ[Lstd] = n
∫
D
dx
(∂fθ(x)/∂θ)
2
fθ(x)
. (2.6)
The information content of the standard binned likelihood is
Iθ[Lbinstd ] = n
∑
i
(∂
∫
Di dx fθ(x)/∂θ)
2∫
Di dx fθ(x)
. (2.7)
It converges to Iθ[Lstd] when the bins Di are small enough such that both fθ and ∂fθ(x)/∂θ
can be linearized over each of them. Otherwise, one has Iθ[Lbinstd ] < Iθ[Lstd], which quantifies
the loss of information due to the binning. Note that this way of quantifying the information
relies on expected values, so that for a given realization of the data sample, this provides
only a qualitative idea of the information loss.
5This is because nˆr and nˆ are correlated by construction, and because of Jensen’s inequality E[1/nˆ] ≥
1/E[nˆ].
6The normal distribution is defined such that X ∼ N (x0, σ2) means that the PDF of X is fX(x) =
(
√
2piσ)−1e−(x−x0)
2/(2σ2).
7It is customary to assume nˆr/n 1. There is no difficulty in keeping the subleading term if necessary.
8We find the bias to be E[pˆr] = pr(1− n−1 +O(n−2)) in that case.
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3 New approach: the moment-based likelihood
In order to get new insights about shape analysis, let us decompose fX over an infinite
basis of functions (gp),
fX =
∑
p
ap gp . (3.1)
Characterizing fX then amounts to estimate the coefficients ap. One attractive possibility
is to use a orthonormal basis of functions for the (gp). This possibility is discussed in
App. A. In the present paper we will focus on an arguably more universal decomposition
involving the moments of fX . The decomposition is done over the basis of Dirac delta’s
derivatives (δ(p)),
fX =
∑
p
mp
p!
(−1)p δ(p)(x) . (3.2)
The mp coefficient is the p-th moment of fX , determined by
mp =
∫
D
dx fX(x)x
p . (3.3)
Note the zero-th order moment corresponds to the overall normalization of fX , and thus
characterizes the global event rate over D, i.e. for a non-normalized distribution the
estimator of m0 is mˆ0 = nˆ. Here we are interested only in shapes, so the distribution can
be normalized to one, and we have m0 = 1 by definition.
3.1 Unbinned data
From the moment definition Eq. (3.3), it appears that an asymptotically unbiased estimator
for the p-th moment mp is
mˆp =
1
n
n∑
i
Xpi . (3.4)
By the Central Limit Theorem (CLT), every moment estimator mˆp follows a normal law
at large n (se e.g. [5] for an introduction to CLTs). Moreover, by construction, all these
estimators are evaluated through the same set of data, so that all the mˆp’s are necessarily
strongly correlated. From the CLT, it appears that the vector of moment estimators (mˆp)
is described by a multivariate normal distribution with mean (mp),
(mˆp) ∼ N (mp,Σ) . (3.5)
The expected covariance matrix Σpq ≡ Cov[mˆp, mˆq] is found to be
Σpq =
1
n
(
mp+q −mpmq
)
, (3.6)
and an estimator for the covariance is given by
Σˆpq =
1
n
(
mˆp+q − mˆpmˆq
)
. (3.7)
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As a result the moment-based likelihood for unbinned data reads
Lmom = exp
(
− 1
2
(mp − mˆp)t Σˆ−1pq (mq − mˆq)
)
. (3.8)
This moment-based likelihood is at the center of our attention in this paper. As will be
discussed below, in practice the sequence of moments is always truncated. The truncated
moment-based likelihood where the covariance matrix includes the sequence from first to P -
th moments is denoted by Lmom,P . In this convention the covariance matrix has dimension
P × P and the moment vector has dimension P/2.
3.2 Information content and practical computation
The way a piece of information is distributed over the moments depends in general on the
problem studied. It is for sure that the expected Fisher information becomes complete
when the whole sequence of moments is taken into account, that is
I[L mom,P ]→ I[Lstd] for P →∞ . (3.9)
This remark is however valid only for the expected information. In practice, the set of data
is finite, and the behaviour of the observed information needs to be understood carefully.
The amount of data being finite, one must remark that the moment estimation will
always break down at some order. Qualitatively speaking, the first moments characterize
the global features of the shape (starting with mean, variance, skewness and kurtosis).
Going higher in the moment order, one characterizes the local features of the shape. For a
finite n, one can intuitively expect that the finite amount of data will in priority provide
information on the global features, and at some point the local features of the shape will
not be resolved.
Concretely, from n observed events X1...n, only n independent quantities can be con-
structed. There can be therefore no more than n moments computed from a set of n events.
If one insists to include more than n moments in Lmom, the extra moments can be written
as a function of the n moments already included. Total correlations are thus present among
the set of moments, and result in a singular moment covariance matrix Σˆ.
There are reasons, however, to expect an (approximately) singular covariance matrix
much before the moment number matches the event number. For a fixed event number n,
the moment estimator tends asymptotically to Xpmax/n for large p, where Xmax = max(Xi) .
For a large enough p, one can write
mˆp =
Xpmax
n
(1 + p) , (3.10)
with p  1. Clearly p decreases with p. If p reaches zero, the moment covariance matrix
becomes singular. In practice, for finite n, p does not reaches zero. However, as soon as
it becomes of order of the computing system precision, the matrix is effectively seen as
singular in the numerical computation.
Whenever the limit described by Eq. (3.10) happens, the moment estimation is already
totally wrong. A proper truncation of the moment sequence should instead happen when
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mˆp just begins to deviate from its expected value. But in practice, this expected value is
not known, and is actually something one would like to infer from the data.
Using the above observations we can qualitatively deduce a limitation of the moment-
based approach. Roughly speaking, the information content increases with P , but when
P becomes too large the estimation breaks down. It exists thus a possibility that the
moment error grows large before the information content of the likelihood is complete. In
such situation, the moment-based likelihood cannot compete with the standard likelihood
from the viewpoint of information content. If one wants to make the discussion more
quantitative, one has to define the ratios
I[L mom,P ]
I[L std] = JP ,
Iˆ[L mom,P ]
I[L mom] = JˆP , (3.11)
where JP < 1 at small P and JP → 1 at large P , and JˆP ≈ 1 at small P and JˆP 6= 1 at large
P . Iˆ is the observed Fisher information. Some thresholds definition are then necessary to
make the discussion quantitative. Here we do not go further in that direction, and focus
instead on what to do in practice.
From a practical point of view, the most robust procedure to use the moment-based
likelihood seems to be as follows. Assume that one has a set of data at hand, and one
has computed the moment-based likelihood truncated to the first P moments Lmomstd P. The
truncation order P can be easily changed. One then wishes to carry out a task involving the
likelihood – typically a parameter inference or a hypothesis testing, producing an output
Y . The most robust way to proceed is to compute Y for all allowed values of P . That is,
one starts from P = 1, and increase P until the covariance matrix becomes singular for the
computing system. If a plateau appears, this means that the information is contained in
the first moments, and the value of YP at the plateau is the one that should be kept. If no
plateau appears – because the information content does not converge fast enough before
getting overridden by the error on estimation, one cannot use reliably the moment-based
likelihood. These various behaviours will be observed in the toy-models of Sec 6.
3.3 Binned data
Having derived the unbinned version of the moment-based likelihood in Eq. (3.8), let us
turn to the binned version. The coordinates of the bins Dr are written as x¯r. Estimators
of the moments are then given by
mˆbinp =
1
n
∑
r
nˆrx¯
p
r (3.12)
where the number of events in each bin nr is normally-distributed and described by Eq.
(2.4). In these estimators, the random part is just nˆr, x¯r is a fixed number. We have thus
a linear combination of normally distributed variables. The mˆp estimators are normally
distributed and correlated to each other, such that they are described by a multivariate
normal law. Their mean is simply
E[mˆbinp ] =
∑
r
prx¯
p
r . (3.13)
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The covariance matrix is given by
Σbinpq =
1
n
∑
r
pr(1− pr)x¯p+qr ≈
1
n
∑
r
prx¯
p+q
r , (3.14)
such that
(mˆbinp ) ∼ N
(∑
r
prx¯
p
r , Σ
bin
mn
)
. (3.15)
An estimator of the covariance matrix is given by
Σpq =
1
n
(mˆbinp+q − mˆbinp mˆbinq ) , (3.16)
and the likelihood function is
Lbinmom = exp
(
− 1
2
(mbin thm − mˆbinm )t (Σˆbinmn)−1 (mbin thn − mˆbinn )
)
. (3.17)
It has the same structure as in the unbinned case.
The information content of this likelihood is somewhat simpler to understand than the
one for the unbinned moment-based likelihood. Assume data are binned with R the number
of bins. Then the number of moments cannot exceed R. Otherwise, any extra moment can
be written as a linear combination of the previous ones, such that the moment covariance
matrix becomes singular. This is also reminiscent from a version of the Nyquist-Shannon’s
sampling theorem applied to a discrete Laplace transform. For n sampled points of the
distribution, exactly n moments are sufficient to fully reproduce the distribution. We have
checked this behaviour on binned toy-models. We do not explore further this direction in
this paper, focusing instead on the unbinned likelihoods.
3.4 The multivariate case
So far we considered the shape analysis of a univariate distribution of data. Our approach
readily generalizes to an arbitrary number of observables D. The vector of moments is
replaced by a rank-D tensor, and the moment covariance matrix is replaced by a rank-2D
tensor. Labelling the D different observables as X(D), the joint moment estimators are
mˆp1...pD =
1
n
n∑
i=1
Xp1(1) i . . . X
pD
(D) i (3.18)
The covariance tensor is
Σp1...pD,q1...qD = mˆp1+q1...pD+qD − mˆp1...pDmˆq1...qD . (3.19)
For example for the 2D case, Σpp′,qq′ = mˆp+q,p′+q′ − mˆp,p′mˆq,q′ . The covariance tensor is
symmetric under the exchange of the two blocks of indexes,
Σp1...pD,q1...qD = Σq1...qD,p1...pD . (3.20)
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Using characteristic functions, the Central Limit Theorem applies similarly to the 1D case,
except that one needs to define carefully the generalized inverse of the covariance tensor.
We find
Lmom = exp
(
− 1
2
(mˆp1...pD −mp1...pD)Σ−1p1...pD,q1...qD(mˆq1...qD −mq1...qD)
)
, (3.21)
where the inverse covariance tensor satisfies
Σ−1p1...pD,x1...xDΣx1...xD,q1...qD = δp1q1 . . . δpDqD . (3.22)
The only technical complication with respect to the 1D case is the computation of the
inverse covariance tensor. Some machinery may be required to carry out this task efficiently.
We focus on the 1D case for the rest of the paper.
4 Shape analysis for signal searches
Having laid out the general features of standard and moment-based likelihoods of shape
analysis, let us focus on the typical scenario of high-energy physics. What happens typically
in higher-energy data analysis is the search for a small signal over a background. If the
new effect researched is the decay of a somewhat stable new particle, the signal has the
form of a narrow Lorentzian, and appears on the top of a broader background. This is for
example how the Higgs has been found at the LHC. Apart from this particular case where
the signal is a “bump”, a new physics signal can take in general an arbitrary form.
Given that no light new physics beyond the SM has been found so far at the LHC,
the scenario of a heavy new physics is fairly preferred by current observations. Whenever
the mass scale of the new physics effect is higher than the experiment energy, the low-
energy effects of new physics can be enclosed into effective operators of higher dimension
that supplement the SM Lagrangian. They are suppressed by powers of the new physics
scale Λ, for example dimension six operators have the form α/Λ2O (see e.g. [6, 7] for the
complete SM basis, [8] for a recent review). Searching for these operators and inferring
knowledge about both α (see e.g.[1, 2] ) and Λ [9] can be considered as a major line for
current and future new physics searches. These effective operators contribute to create
or modify the matrix elements that describe particle reactions, MSM + α/Λ2MNP (see
e.g. [10] for double Higgs production). Notice that MNP may or not interfere with MSM.
No resonance can be produced in such scenario. Instead, the effective operators typically
induce broad deviations, that need to be detected over a broad background. Shape analysis
has therefore an important role to play in this precision physics program. Although the
likelihoods and results we present below are slightly oriented toward high-energy signal
searches, they can be used independently of the physical context. All the results presented
below follow a general parametrization, independent of the physics.
Let us consider that the data available are distributed over a variable x in a domain
D, following a (un-normalized) distribution denoted dˆ. 9 The hypothetical distribution one
9Note for unbinned data, dˆ can be represented as a sum of Dirac delta associated to each event, dˆ =∑
i δ(Xi − x).
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wants to compare to the data can be written as
d = db + µds , (4.1)
where µ is the signal strength. This is the parameter of interest we want to gain knowledge
about. db is the expected background, and ds is the signal predicted by the hypothesis.
Setting µ = 0 corresponds to testing the background-only hypothesis. Setting µ = 1
corresponds to testing the predicted value of the signal. These definitions match the usual
formalism for global event rates. The event rates are obtained by summing all events over
D,
nˆ =
∫
D
dˆ dx n =
∫
D
d dx nb =
∫
D
db dx ns =
∫
D
ds dx , (4.2)
which gives the usual, familiar parametrization for signal searches
n = nb + µns . (4.3)
Let us now go beyond the global event rates, and analyse the shape of the data along
x. Again we focus on the case of normalized distributions, which do not include the total
event rates. The formulas including the total event rate are obtained very similarly, and
discussed in the last subsection. Both observed and hypothetical distributions have to be
normalized to one, and one defines the PDFs for background and signal,
fˆ =
dˆ
nˆ
, f =
d
n
, fb =
db
nb
, fs =
ds
ns
. (4.4)
The hypothetical data shape takes therefore the form
f =
nb fb + µns fs
nb + µns
. (4.5)
This is the central quantity for signal searches through shape analysis. Note in cases where
the expected signal rate is small with respect to the background, µns  nb, , which is the
typical situation for signal searches, the shape takes the form
f = fb + µ
ns
nb
(fs − fb) +O
(
µ2n2s
n2b
)
. (4.6)
We can now build the various likelihoods introduced in Secs. 2, 3. We omit the hat over
nˆ from now on. We also display the signal strength given by the maximum likelihood
(ML) estimator µˆ and its associated variance σˆ2. When the data sample is large enough,
these can be directly used in simple likelihood-based statistical tests. With a large enough
sample, one can expand around µˆ (see Wilk-Wald’s theorems [11, 12]) and (µ − µˆ)2/σˆ2
follows a chi-squared law with one degree of freedom. Defining the significance of the
statistical test as Z = Φ−1(1− p), where Φ is 1D the cumulative normal distribution with
standard deviation and p the p-value of the test, one simply has (see [14] for an enlightening
discussion of all the possibilities)
Zµ = Φ
−1
(
2Φ
( |µˆ− µ|
σˆ
)
− 1
)
, Z =
µˆ
σˆ
, (4.7)
respectively for µ with both signs allowed, and for the discovery of a positive signal.
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4.1 Standard likelihood
The standard unbinned likelihood reads
Lstd =
n∏
i
nb fb(Xi) + µns fs(Xi)
nb + µns
. (4.8)
From it we can infer information on the signal strength. The signal strength at the maxi-
mum likelihood µˆ cannot be put under a close form in the general case. However it is worth
noticing that when the condition µfs  fb holds for any measured Xi (this condition is
much stronger than µns  nb), the maximum likelihood signal strength takes the form
µˆ
σˆ2
=
ns
nb
∑
i
(
fs(Xi)
fb(Xi)
− 1
)
,
1
σˆ2
=
n2s
n2b
∑
i
(
fs(Xi)
fb(Xi)
− 1
)2
. (4.9)
Let us turn to binned data. One defines the observed and expected event probabilities
over each bin Dr,
pˆr =
∫
Dr
dx fˆ ps,r =
∫
Dr
dx fs pb,r =
∫
Dr
dx fb . (4.10)
The standard binned likelihood reads
Lbinstd =
∏
i
exp
(
−
(
nbpb,r + µnsps,r
nb + µns
− pˆr
)2 n
2 pˆr
)
. (4.11)
For µns  nb, it simplifies to
Lbinstd =
∏
i
exp
(
−
(
µ
ns
nb
(ps,r − pb,r)−∆pˆr
)2 n
2 pˆr
)
, (4.12)
where one defined the observed deviation ∆pˆr = pˆr − pb,r (or ∆nˆr = nˆr − nb,r).
The ML signal strength µˆ and the variance σˆ2bin read
µˆbin =
nb
ns
∑
r
(ps,r − pb,r)∆pˆr
pˆr
[∑
r
(ps,r − pb,r)2
pˆr
]−1
,
1
σˆ2bin
= n
n2s
n2b
∑
r
(ps,r − pb,r)2
pˆr
(4.13)
They will appear in the statistical tests. Note the ns/nb factors will always cancel for the
discovery test of Eq. (4.7).
4.2 Moment-based likelihood
The moments of the data distribution are given by Eq.(3.4). The moments of the hypo-
thetical shape are expressed in terms of the background and signal moments as
mp =
nbmb,p + µnsms,p
nb + µns
. (4.14)
The exact moment-based likelihood for unbinned data reads therefore
Lmom = exp
(
−n
2
(
nbmb,p + µnsms,p
nb + µns
−mˆp
)[
mˆp+q−mˆpmˆq
]−1
pq
(
nbmb,q + µnsms,q
nb + µns
−mˆq
))
(4.15)
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For a small signal µns  nb, one defines the observed deviations ∆mˆp = mˆp −mb,p, and
the likelihood simplifies to
Lmom = exp
(
−n
2
(
µ
ns
nb
(ms,p−mb,p)−∆mˆp
)[
mˆp+q−mˆpmˆq
]−1
pq
(
µ
ns
nb
(ms,q−mb,q)−∆mˆq
))
.
(4.16)
The ML signal strength and the associated variance appear to be
µˆmom
σˆ2mom
= n
ns
nb
(ms,p −mb,p)
[
mˆp+q − mˆpmˆq
]−1
pq
∆mˆq . (4.17)
1
σˆ2mom
= n
n2s
n2b
(ms,p −mb,p)
[
mˆp+q − mˆpmˆq
]−1
pq
(ms,q −mb,q) , (4.18)
Let us turn to binned data. The moment estimators are given by Eq. (3.12). The
moments of the hypothetical distribution are given by
mbinp =
∑
r
nb pb,r + µns ps,r
nb + µns
x¯pr =
∑
r
(
pb,r + µ
ns
nb
(ps,r − pb,r) +O
(
µ2n2s
n2b
))
x¯pr . (4.19)
Introducing the observed deviations ∆nˆr = nˆr − nb,r, the likelihood for small signal reads
Lbinmom = exp
(
−n
2
(
µ
ns
nb
(ms,m−mb,m)−∆mˆm
)[
mˆm+n−mˆmmˆn
]−1
mn
(
µ
ns
nb
(ms,n−mb,n)−∆mˆn
))
.
(4.20)
The ML signal strength and the variance are
µˆbinmom
(σˆbinmom)
2
= n
ns
nb
(mbins,p −mbinb,p )
[
mˆbinp+q − mˆbinp mˆbinq
]−1
pq
∆mˆbinq . (4.21)
1
(σˆbinmom)
2
= n
n2s
n2b
(mbins,p −mbinb,p )
[
mˆbinp+q − mˆbinp mˆbinq
]−1
pq
(mbins,q −mbinb,q ) . (4.22)
4.3 Combining shape and event rate
In this work we write explicitly the likelihoods for shape-information only. In general one
may also want to include the event rates in an analysis. For the standard likelihoods, given
the Poisson nature of the data, the likelihood with both shape and event rate reads
L = Lstd Ltot , (4.23)
where Lstd is the shape-only likelihood defined in Eq. (2.1) and
Ltot = (nb + µns)nˆ e−(nb+µns) . (4.24)
This combination is exact. For the unbinned moment-based likelihood Lmom, whenever it
is a good approximation of Lstd, it can be combined with Ltot in the same way. Another
way to include the event rate in Lmom is to work with the un-normalized observed and
hypothetical distributions dˆ and d. For the binned likelihoods, Lbinstd , Lbinmom, the most direct
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way to include the global event rate is also to use un-normalized distributions. For the
small signal results obtained in the subsections above, this amounts to do the replacement
ns,r − nb,r → ns,r, ms,p − mb,p → ms,p. One can also include the information about
the event rate by multiplying Lbin by Ltot. These different approaches are not formally
equivalent and may let appear small discrepancies, unless either the event rate or the shape
information dominate the information content.
5 Advantages and limits of the moment-based likelihood
The information content of the standard likelihood cannot be improved in any alternative
approach. Rather, the main advantage of the moment-based likelihood resides at the
technical level, as it can simplify the process of shape analysis. Before discussing further
this practical aspect, let us understand in which situation the moment-based likelihood can
compete with the standard likelihood.
For a given background, there is in principle an infinity of signal shapes possible.
Without specifying any detail of the shapes, one can roughly classify the signals depending
whether it is localized over the background, or if instead it appears as a broad, overall
deformation of the background. Let us denote by D the support of the data distribution,
and denote the restriction of a distribution g to a domain D′ as gD′ .
Definition 1 If it exists a subdomain D′ ⊂ D such that (fs/fb)D′  (fs/fb)D\D′ , the
signal is said to be local in D. If no subdomain D′ ⊂ D exists such that (fs/fb)D′ 
(fs/fb)D\D′ , the signal is then said to be non-local in D.
Such classification is only qualitative, and could certainly be refined. However it is
sufficient for our purposes. We use it to make the following qualitative argument. We
have seen in Sec. 3 that these are the first moments of the moment sequence which are
the best estimated, and which enter in the likelihood in practice. By definition, the first
moments characterize the global, i.e. non-local features of a distribution. Therefore the
moment-based likelihood should contain as much information as the standard likelihood for
non-local signals. Instead, for local signals, one expects the performance of the moment-
based likelihood to decrease with respect to the ones of the standard likelihood. Examples
of local signals are “bumps” and “fat tails”, that will appear in the toy-models of Sec. 6
Let us remark that we did not derive Lmom directly from Lstd in Sec. 3. Such a
derivation does not seem to be straightforward. If it exists, it may help defining more
precisely the condition for having Lmom (approximately) equivalent to Lstd. For the present
work we do not go further in that direction and leave this derivation as an interesting open
problem. A related issue is the behaviour of the significance in the “fat tail” case, see
Sec. 6.
Let us now discuss in details the practical interest of the moment-based likelihood.
One of the advantages of the moment-based likelihood is purely technical. Quite often,
the exact analytical form of the hypothetical distribution of background and signal fb and
fs is unknown. Rather, they need to be evaluated using Monte-Carlo simulations. Once
these simulations of pseudo-data are done, the task remains of obtaining some analytical
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expression of fb and fs, that one needs to plug in Lstd . The most simple and common
technique seems to be the use of binning. But the problem with such straightforward
method is that it always induces a loss of information, as discussed in Sec 2. To estimate
analytical expressions for fb and fs without information loss, one has therefore to rely on
more evolved techniques of fitting, like kernel density estimation. However this step of
fitting remains tricky, whatever the technique, and needs careful cross-validation. Indeed,
any small error of the fit of the background can potentially spoil the search for the signal.
That is, as both fitting errors and signal potentially look like a small deformation of fb, a
slight error in the fit can be misinterpreted as a signal. Notice that in general the problem
of fit errors drastically increases with the number of dimensions.
Remarkably, the moment-based likelihood bypasses this tricky step of fitting the ex-
pected fb and fs shapes. Indeed, once the densities are obtained from Monte-Carlo sim-
ulations, it is straightforward to deduce the moments of the expected fb and fs. The
uncertainty associated with the MC estimation of the moments is described by a covari-
ance matrix like Eq. (3.16), suppressed by the total number of events of the simulation
nMC . To make sure that the MC uncertainty is well negligible with respect to the actual
statistical uncertainty, the criteria is simply that nMC  n. The MC uncertainty is thus
easily kept under control. Finally, notice that the step of precisely fitting the MC results
gets increasingly trickier in higher dimensions, and slight fitting errors are more likely to
happen. The moment-based approach becomes thus even more attractive in that case.
Depending on the scenario of search, one may or may not know in advance whether
the signal is local in the sense of Def. 1. If one knows that the signal is non-local, the
standard likelihood can be just replaced with the moment-based likelihood, with the tech-
nical benefits described above. On the other hand, if one knows that the signal is local,
the standard likelihood is expected to give better results.
An interesting possibility appears if one does not know in advance whether the signal is
local or not. Let us assume that one is performing a discovery test, aiming at excluding the
background-only hypothesis. No assumption is made on the form of the signal. Let us now
assume that both Lmom and Lstd are computed (without fitting error for the latter). The
significances of the discovery tests are denoted Zmom, Zstd, and the standard significance
Zstd is assumed to point toward the existence of a signal. Then, getting Zmom ≈ Zstd
implies that the signal is non-local while getting Zmom 6= Zstd implies that the signal is
local. That is, one gets a useful information on the shape of the signal, using only a
discovery test with two different likelihoods.
Imagine for example that an effective operator Leff ⊃ α/Λ2O is expected to modify
the shape of the signal. It interferes with the background, such that for a given sign of α
the signal is local (e.g. a fat tail), while for the other sign of α the signal is non-local. Then
the test we described in the paragraph above readily provides a discrimination on the sign
of the effective operator. The knowledge of the sign of an effective operator can translate
as a powerful constraint on the models that contribute to O.
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Figure 1: Examples of toy-models for signal searches. Left : Rayleigh signals with ρ = 1 (red),
ρ = 3 (green), with strength µ = 30% over a Rayleigh background with ρ = 2 (blue). Center :
exponential signals with λ = 2 (red), λ = 0.5 (green), with strength µ = 30% over an exponential
background with λ = 1 (blue). Right : A bump.
6 Toy-models for signal searches
In this Section we perform signal searches within various toy-models, using both standard
and moment-based techniques. This serves to both check and exemplify the formalism
and methods introduced in Secs. 2 to 5. The toy-models are chosen in order to mimick
typical distributions obtained from LHC measurements. We focus on the search for a
signal in 1D data distributions. The observable is denoted X, and the pseudo-data PDF is
denoted fˆX(x), consistently with Sec. 4 notations. The distributions and parameters used
to generate the pseudo-data will be denoted by a tilde (these are not observed quantities, so
they should not be hatted). The amount of background and signal events introduced in the
data sample are written as n˜b, n˜s. The hypothesized event numbers nb, ns will not appear
below because they vanish in the discovery test we are going to use. The pseudo-data are
generated using the following toy-models:
• A Rayleigh background with a Rayleigh signal, with respective shape parameters ρ˜b,
ρ˜s ,
• An exponential background with an exponential signal, with respective shape param-
eters λ˜b, λ˜s ,
• A Rayleigh background with a Gaussian bump .
These various configurations are displayed in Fig. 1. Formulas for the various PDFs and
moments are collected in App. B. In what follows, the shape parameters for data and
hypothetical distributions will always be the same, so that we will drop their tilde from
now on.
From the point of view of Def. 1, one can roughly say that the signal is local when
the background and signal shape parameters are not too different. If the Rayleigh (resp.
exponential) data have ρs  ρb (resp. λs  λb), the signal is peaked over the background,
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so it is local. If ρs  ρb and λs  λb, the tail of the signal at large X is large with respect
to the tail of the background, so again the signal is local. We denote this case as a “fat tail”
signal. Notice in our toy-models one has actually fs/fb →∞ for large x in this regime.
We generate a larger number of pseudo-data for the background and signal, compute
the p-value and the equivalent significance for a test of the discovery of the signal, as
described in Sec. 4. We use the discovery test of Eq. (4.7) together with the ML estimators
of the unbinned moment-based likelihood Eq. (4.21),(4.22),
Zmom =
µˆmom
σˆmom
. (6.1)
For the purpose of testing the moment-based likelihood, we also compute for each pseudo-
experiment the significance Zstd given by the standard likelihood. For that purpose, µˆ and
σˆ are obtained by maximizing the negative log-likelihood and taking the second derivative,
∂
∂µ
logLstd|µ=µˆstd = 0 , −
∂2
∂µ2
logL
∣∣∣∣
µ=µˆstd
=
1
ˆσstd
2 , Zstd =
µˆstd
σˆstd
. (6.2)
It is instructive to first study the behaviour of our moment-based discovery test over
the background-only pseudo-data. The expected Zstd and Zmom with P = 8 are shown in
Fig. 2, assuming a data sample of 1000 events. No inconsistency related to Zmom appears
when there is not fat tail. Note that we display the expected significances, so that the
fluctuations responsible of the look-elsewhere effect (LEE) [13] do not appear. The LEE
can be obtained in practice by evaluating the expected number of level-crossings. We
check that the mean level-crossing number is roughly the same for Zstd and Zmom, on the
interval where the signal is non-local, so that the LEE is expected to be approximatively
the same for the two significances. We observe that Zmom becomes not reliable when the
hypothetical signal that one searches features a fat tail, i.e. when ρs (λs) is somewhat
larger (smaller) than ρb (λb). In that regime, Zmom systematically grows large, detecting
the existence of a signal while there is nothing to detect. The moment-based significance
is thus totally wrong in that regime. This behaviour is common to the various toy-models
with fat-tail signal we tested. It may be interesting to understand this behaviour in details,
as this might open possibilities of corrections and thus extend the moment-based approach
to the fat-tail case. We leave this exercise for a future work. The moment-based approach
is also expected to break down at small ρs (large λs), where the signal becomes a localized
bump. This is not obvious from Fig. 2, but will appear in what follows.
We can now focus on the domains of λ, ρ where the signal is non-local. This time
we introduce a signal into the pseudo-data, such that n˜s/n˜b = 0.01. Our aim is to check
the validity of our (qualitative) claims about the equivalence between Zstd and Zmom. We
compute the expected standard and moment-based significances from a large number of
pseudo-experiment and look at their difference, |Zstd −Zmom|. As prescribed in Sec. 3, we
plot the significance difference for the various values of P , until the moment covariance
matrix becomes approximatively singular.
The Rayleigh and exponential toy-model, Figs. 3, 4 give similar conclusions. A plateau
appears over a large interval of P . In the examples considered, the significance difference
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Figure 2: Expected significances Zstd (left) and Zmom (right) for the Rayleigh and exponential
toy-models with background ρb = 2, λb = 1. The Z
mom includes the 8 first moments (i.e. P = 8).
The blue line is the expected value, the green areas correspond to one standard deviation. The
Zmom becomes unreliable when searching for a ’fat tail’, for ρs > 2.5, λs < 0.8.
is about 10% of a standard deviation in average. The standard deviation on the difference
does not go above 1σ for the case with few events, and is much smaller for the case with
many events. Beyond the examples displayed, one observes that the mean significance
difference and its standard deviation decrease with the sample size. Also, we observe
that the significance remains stable with respect to the total moment number P over a
sizeable range, enough to detect it without ambiguity. The interval of stability depends
on the total event number. These observations confirm that the moment-based likelihood
matches rather well the standard likelihood when the condition of having a non-local signal
is fulfilled. We conclude that the standard likelihood can be safely replaced by the moment-
based likelihood in that regime, with the technical benefits described in Sec. 5.
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Figure 3: Examples of expected significance difference |Zmom −Zstd| for the Rayleigh toy-model
with background ρb = 2. Conventions are as in Fig. 2. Top: Signal with ρs = 1.5 Bottom: Signal
with ρs = 2.5 (fat tail).
In contrast, in presence of a thin bump, Fig. 5, we see that no plateau appears. Rather,
Zmom grows slowly with P , until the covariance becomes singular. This corresponds to
the case described in Sec. 3 where the information is not mostly contained in the first
moments. The behaviour exemplified in Fig. 5 is general to any peaked signal in our
toy-models, including the ρs  ρb and λs  λb cases. Again, it might be possible to
characterize more precisely this behaviour. We leave this for further study. In addition
of being unstable, Zmom is much smaller than Zstd. The moment-based likelihood seems
therefore inappropriate for peaked signals, as expected from general arguments.
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Figure 4: Expected significance difference |Zmom − Zstd| (left) and moment-based significance
Zmom (right) for the exponential toy-model with background λb = 1, signal with λs = 2. Conven-
tions are as in Fig. 2.
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Figure 5: Examples of expected significance difference |Zmom − Zstd| for the Rayleigh toy-model
with background ρb = 2 and a Gaussian bump at x = 3 with width σ = 0.03. Conventions are as
in Fig. 2.
7 Conclusions and outlook
The analysis of the shape of a data sample is an exercise frequently encountered in exper-
imental physics. Among many topics, it plays an important role in the searches for a new
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physics signal in high-energy data, like the ones collected at the LHC.
In this work, we introduce a new kind of likelihood based on the moments of data
distributions. Both binned and unbinned cases are treated. The multivariate case is
also derived, and leads to a tensor-variate normal likelihood. A review of the standard
likelihoods is included, and simplified statistical tests are also provided, such that the
paper is self-contained from the perspective of shape analysis. A particular focus is put on
the shape analysis for signal searches.
It appears that the moment-based likelihoods, whenever they can compete with the
standard ones, can simplify the tasks related to signal searches commonly encountered in
high-energy physics. The key point is that the hypothetical distribution of the background
often needs to be estimated from a fit of Monte-Carlo simulations. This step of fitting is
rather tricky as it can easily introduce small deviations from the true hypothetical back-
ground, that can be misinterpreted with the presence of a signal. This fit problem increases
drastically for multivariate shape analysis, i.e. when several observables are treated at the
same time. The moment-based likelihoods totally bypass the step of fitting, as the mo-
ments are trivially deduced from the MC simulations, and the MC error stays well under
control.
Our moment-based approach is promising for the searches for non-local signals, where
most of the information is contained in the first moments. Note the effective operators
that enclose the low energy effects of new physics typically produce such non-local signals.
Instead, when the signal is localized over the background (like a “bump”), the moment-
based likelihood cannot be as efficient as the standard likelihood. This case of a local
signal is familiar and carefully treated in high-energy physics, such that the standard and
moment-based approaches are complementary.
We exemplify and check the moment-based approach by computing discovery tests
within toy-models representative of new physics searches at the LHC. It appears that the
standard and moment-based significances are in good agreement when the signal is non-
local. We also observe that the behaviour of the moment-based significance in presence
of a fat-tailed signal constantly fails in a similar way. This pattern is rather striking, and
would deserve more investigation, that we leave as an interesting open issue.
Apart from the “fat tail” issue, further formal developments would be certainly useful
to define more precisely the conditions of equivalence between moment-based and stan-
dard likelihoods. We hope that this work opens a useful set of possibilities for further
development and improvement of shape analysis and signal searches techniques.
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Appendix
A Likelihoods for orthonormal decompositions
It is worth mentioning the alternative possibility of a decomposition over an orthonormal
basis. We will not follow this route because the success of the approach might be more
problem-dependent, while the moment decomposition is fairly universal.
Starting from the decomposition Eq. 3.1, we can use the orthonomality relation. In
general 〈gp, gq〉 =
∫
D dxw(x)gp(x)gq(x) = δpq, where w(x) is a specific weight function.
The coefficients are then determined as
ap =
∫
D
dxw(x)gp(x)fX(x) . (A.1)
Given n events, an estimator of ap is given by
aˆp =
1
n
n∑
i
w(Xi)gp(Xi) , (A.2)
such that E[aˆp] = ap. By the Central Limit Theorem (CLT), for large number of events n,
each of the ap coefficients follow a normally distributed law with mean ap. The ap being
estimated from the same data, they are correlated and described by a multivariate normal.
Their covariance matrix Σ is estimated by
Σˆ =
1
n
(
n∑
i
w2(Xi)gp(Xi)gq(Xi)− aˆpaˆq
)
. (A.3)
Note a simplification occurs in case of a Fourier series, as w = 1, gpgq = gp+q, such that
Σˆpq =
1
n
(
aˆp+q − aˆp aˆq
)
. (A.4)
The choice of an appropriate basis would depend to some extent on the shape of fX .
For example, the Fourier expansion would certainly be appropriate for angular variables
distributions. We will however not follow these possibilities as they might be problem-
dependent.
B Densities and moments for the pseudo-data
The Rayleigh and exponential PDFs are respectively given as
fX(x) =
x
ρ2
e−x
2/2ρ2 , fX(x) = λe
−λx . (B.1)
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Their respective raw moments are
mp = (
√
2ρ)pΓ(1 +
p
2
) , mp
p!
λp
(B.2)
The raw moments of the normal PDF exp(− (x−µ)2
2σ2
) are given by
σp(−i
√
2)pU
(
−p
2
,
1
2
,− µ
2
2σ2
)
, (B.3)
where U is the confluent hypergeometric of the second kind
U(a, b, z) =
pi
sin(bpi)
(
1F1(a; b; z)
Γ(1 + a− b)Γ(b) − z
1−b 1F1(1 + a− b; 2− b; z)
Γ(a)Γ(2− b)
)
. (B.4)
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